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Karp and Lipton (1980) introduced the notion of nonuniform complexity classes where a certain 
amount ofadditional information. the advice. 1s given for free. The advice only depends on the length 
of the input. Knrp and Lipton imtiated the study of classes with either logarithmic or polynomial 
advice: however. later Yap (IYX3). Schiining (IYX4). BalcLtzar et al. (1987) and Ko and Schiining 
(19X51 concentrated on the study of classes of the form % poll,. where % is P. NP. or PSPACE. and 
/I~~/~~ denotes a polynomial-size advice. 
This paper considcra classes of the form ‘6, /ok/. As a main result it is shown that in the context of an 
NP Ir~y computation. log-bounded advice ia equivalent to a sparse oracle in NP. In contrast. it has 
been shown that a poly-bounded advlce corresponds to an trrhitrtrrr sparse oracle set. 
F-urthermore. a general theorem is presented that gencr;rlires Karp and Llpton‘s “round-robin 
tournament” method. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section we introduce the relevant notation and review some important 
results. For more detailed information we refer the reader to [3, 201. 
All sets considered are languages over some alphabet C, IZI > I. For a string .YEZ*, 
1s 1 denotes its length. For a set A and an integer n, A, denotes the set ( .YE A / 1.~1 =/I j. 
We call a set S spurw if there is a polynomial p such that for all /I, the cardinality of A,, 
is at most P(H). 
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The classes P and NP ha~,e their standard definitions. We also refer to their 
rclativized versions P( A ). NP( A ) and P(‘6 ). NP(‘6 ). where .4 is a set and % is a class of 
sets. For example. P( % ) is the class of sets that can be recognized by polynomial-time 
bounded deterministic oracle machines using oracle sets in %. 
The pc’[!,“c”“itr/-rj/~~~~ hkr rrc~l~~~ [23] consists of the classes Ai. Xi, fli for i > 0. and is 
defined as 
A,,=&,= fl,,= P 
and 
Notice that these definitions can be relativized as well. The I2 and H classes of the 
polynomial-time hierarchy can bc equivalently characterked in terms of alternating 
polynomially length-bounded existential and universal quantifications. For such and 
other properties of the polynomial-time hierarchy. we refer the reader to [2X 20. 31. 
Let E (NE) be the class of sets recognizable deterministically (nondeterministically) 
in exponential (i.c. 2”“” ) time. It has been shown [S. 7. X] that E # NE if and only if 
there exist sets over ;l one-letter alphabet in NP ~ P if and only if there exist sparse sets 
in NP-P. 
We assume the existence of some easy-to-compute pairing functions ( ) kvhosc 
inverses are also easy to compute. For ii class of sets % and a class of functions 3 from 
N to C* let % , .F [I I] be the class of sets A for which there is ;I set BE% and a function 
h~.i such that for all .~EZ‘*. 
where II = 1.~1. For convenience. we write in the following B( ,i,) to denote the set 
( .\’ / ( .Y. 11‘ ) E B ) 
We are particularly interested in two special cases for the class .3. Let 3 =polj, 
denote the class of polynomially bounded functions (i.e. IIIZ/JO/J, if and only if 
/ /I( 11) I< p( II ) for some polynomial 17. depending on /I. ) Let 3 = /og denote the class of 
logarithmically bounded functions (i.c. /IE/+/ if and only if 1 /I( /t)i <c’. log II for some 
constant c’. depending on /I). Briefly summaritcd. the main results of Karp and Lipton 
[ 1 I] concerning such nonuniform complexity classes are: 
(a) If % is included in P /osg \vhere % is NP or PSPACE then P=‘6. 
(b) If NP is included in P ~1o1~ then the polynomial hierarchy “collapses” to the 
class 2, (i.e. I2 = n, =X.3 = n3 = ... ). 
(c) If PSPACE is included in P p~l~l then. in addition to (b). PSPAC’E=X2. 
A further extension has been obtained bj Yap [24]: If co-NP is included in 
NP. JXI/J. then the polynomial hierarchy collapses to &. Furthcrmorc, it has been 
shown that the classes P poles. NP poles, PSPACE [Jfdl’ are the same as i P(S)1 S is 
a sparse set 1. 1 NP(S)/S is ;I sparse set ). j PSPACE( S) 1 S is a sparse set I. respectively. 
(This is a result due to Meyer cited in [4], see also [19].) Intuitively, attaching 
polynomially bounded advice means the same as relativizing the underlying class with 
an arbitrary sparse oracle set. 
Additionally, the class P/PO/J’ is known to be the same as the class of sets with 
polynomial-size circuits [ 171 (see also [4, 203 for further background) and, similarly, 
NP/poly can be characterized as the class of sets with po~ynornial-size generators [24, 
191. Several characterizations of the class PSPACE/po/y can be found in [2]. Karp 
and Lipton [ 1 l] claim that P/log corresponds to a class of sets with small circuits that 
have “easy descriptions”. A rigorous characterization can be found in [3, Theorem 
5.81. Here we will show that (in the proper context) logarithmic advice is the same as 
a sparse oracle in NP. 
For technical reasons, we also consider the class strong-%/9 (cf. [13]) where 
AEstrong-% /.P if there is a set BE% and a function hg3 such that for all XEC* and 
all tn> 1.~1, 
XGA 0 (x, h(rn))EB. 
It is easy to see that for any class % closed under <;-reducibility (see below), 
strong-% /PO/J’= % /pol~$. Only for advice lengths smaller than polynomial, there is 
a difference. 
Proposition 1.1. For erer~* c1u.s.s (6 of rrcursice sets, P/log $ strong-%/log. 
Proof. Define a set A over the one-letter alphabet {O} such that its characteristic 
sequence is an infinite Kolmogorov-random string (that means that every finite initial 
segment of it has almost linear Kolmogorov complexity). Such a tally language A is 
obviously in P/log (even in P/l), but no initial run of A’s characteristic sequence can 
be described by log n bits; therefore, A $ strong-% /log for every recursive %. 0 
If we mention complete sets A for certain classes ‘t then we mean polynomial-time 
Marty-onr completeness, that is, AE% and for all BE%, B<L A. Another reducibility 
mentioned is strony nondeterrninistic Turing reducibility <y which can be defined as 
A<yB if and only if ArzNP(B)n co-NP(B). This is equivalent [21, 151 to 
NP( A)cNP( B). 
Relativized classes, such as P( NP) are sometimes written in the form PNP. Addition- 
ally, P”p[/oy] means that the basis oracle machine asks only O(logn) queries to the 
oracle. Kadin [lo] has shown that co-NPsNP(S) for a sparse set SENP implies that 
the polynomial-time hierarchy collapses to the class PNP [log]. 
The classes of the low and high hierarchy in NP were introduced in [ 1 S] and further 
analyzed in [14]. We give only the definition of the classes ii for i> 1, 
and refer the reader to [18, 141 for their properties. 
2. Main results 
We start with ;I theorem which says that log advice is. in a sense. equivalent to 
;t sparse oracle in NP. Recall that poly advice indeed is equivalent to an arbitrar) 
sparse oracle. 
Proof. To pro\e (a). assume that .~Eco-NP~( NP loq). Let BENP such that for 
all I. .\-t.1 o .\-EB( \t‘,,). whcrc 17 =! ~1 and w,, donotcs the advice for length 17: let 
1 u‘,, 1 < c log 17. C’onsider the set 
Informally. S consists of those advice strings that give false “!a” answers for some 
string .I. Since thcrc are only polynomially many j.‘s of logarithmic length. S is sparse. 
To decide S in NP. guess .\- and check that it is both in R( J’) and in .4. Now wc claim 
the equalit> 
Indeed. if II.,, is the correct ad\icc for length 17 then (0”. \l’,,)$.S and. thus, for .\-rrl 
there is J‘= \I‘,, for which (0”. j’)$.S A .ItB( J‘) holds. Convcrsel~ . asumc .x$.4; if an! 
J‘ is found of the appropriate length for kvhich .sEB( ~‘1. then .\-rB( j‘)- .4: therefore. 
(0”. A,)ES and .\- is not in the set on the right-hand side. The form of this characteriz- 
ation of .1 proves that .~ENP(S). 
Finally. to prove (b). obser\,e that under the hypothesis that BE P. the characteriz- 
ation of ,3 becomes P(S). since the quantilication is logarithmically bounded. 
The rcadcr should notice the unusual “one-sided correctness” that the sparse oracle 
S above has. This one-sided correctness is the reason for the membership of S in NP 
and. on the other hand. it is in this contcxt still sulticiently strong to allow the basis 
algorithm to obtain “full correctness.. by asking several oracle queries. Also notice 
that the set .-I is in a slightly smaller class than NP( S) since the number of points in the 
entire NP( S) computation tree at which ;I query is asked. is polynomial. 
Note that S can be taken as well in co-NP by defining it in terms of the “opposite 
kind of mistakes”: form S’ with all pairs <O”. j,). where IJ.I =c” logn. and such that 
every .Y of length II in B( 1‘) is also in /l. This can be checked in co-NP. and non .-l is 
defined b> 
The arpumcnt is cwntially the same. Also. bq simple complementntio~l. we can 
obtain that if -IrNPn(co-NP lo;/) then .-IEu+NP(.S). whcrc SENP. 
We use this Theorem 2.1 and the above observations to obtain the following 
equivalences. 
Proof. (a)-(b). Let TAUT be the set of boolean tautologies, which is <;-complete 
for co-NP. By (a), TAUTENP/~~S. Thus, Theorem 2.1 yields TAUTeNP(S) for 
a sparse set S in NP. Since NP(S) is closed under <L-reducibility, co-NPgNP(S). 
(b)*(c). Assume co-NPgNP(S) for sparse SENP. We show that S is <y-hard for 
NP. Since co-NPGCO-NP(S) trivially, co-NP&NP(S)nco-NP(S) and, by comp- 
lementation, NPsNP(S)nco-NP(S). Thus, A <yS for every set AENP. 
(c)-(a). By (c) and complementation, co-NP&NP(S)nco-NP(S)cNP(S). The 
advice will consist of the census of S up to length p(n) for a polynomial p; then 
nondeterminism is used to find out all of S up to p(n), obtaining an NP algorithm 
without an oracle. Formally, let AENP( S) via a nondeterministic oracle machine 
M whose queries on inputs of length II are of length at most p(n). On input (.u, k), 
where 1.~1 =II and li is the census of S up to length p( II), the following nondeterministic 
algorithm accepts A: 
INPUT (.Y, k) 
GUESS a set S’ of li different strings of length at most p(n) 
FOR each string \r in S’ DO 
nondeterministically check that \VES 
CHECK that .YEL( M, S’) and is so, halt accepting. 
Since li can be written down in O(logn) bits, we obtain that AENP/~J. 0 
The class NP/log is closed under polynomially length-bounded existential quantifi- 
cation. Therefore, using the quantifier characterization of the polynomial-time 
hierarchy, all of the following statements are easily seen to be equivalent to 
co-NPE NP,‘/ocj: 
(a) There is a sparse <y-complete set for co-NP. 
(b) co-NPG NP(S) for some sparse SECO-NP. 
(c) .ZJ~NP(S) for some sparse SENP. 
(d) XZ sNP( S) for some sparse SGCO-NP. 
(e) X2 G NP/loc/. 
Notice that all the classes mentioned in these facts can be complemented to obtain 
new facts, such as NPcco-NP/loc/, flz~co-NP/loy, and the like. Iterating the 
argument and using the fact that (NPj/og)/lol/=NP//o~~, we also obtain that 
co-N P E NP/loc~ if and only if PH c NP//oy. A second consequence of the theorem is 
the inclusion of NPn(co-NP/log) in the low hierarchy 119. 141. We need the follow- 
ing easy lemma. 
Proof. Assume BEAM \vith i3 2. It is known [ 15. ?I] that .4 <;I’ B if and only if 
NP(.d)zNP(B). Then Ai(.-I)=Ai i(NP(A))sAi~ ,(NP(B))=A;(B)=Ai and, there- 
fore. ,4Ei,. I 1 
Using this fact. and the fact that sparse sets in NP are in L, [14]. we obtain 
Corollary 2.4. 
Corollary 2.4. NP n(co-N P /~~q)i 2 
Proof. Let .4 EN P n (co-N P lay ). By the remark preceding Corollary 2.2. 
,~Ec~-NP(S), where SENP. Since .~ENP. we can state that AENP(S)~CO-NP(S). i.c. 
.4 <;I~.SE~? 1141. By Lemma 2.3. .-1~i?. 
Thus. if NPsco-NP /oq then the polynomial-time hierarchy collapses to A,. It 
should be observed that this collapse can be improved. 
Proof. In [IO] it is shown that ifco-NPGNP(S) for some sparse SENP then the 
indicated collapse holds. Corollary 2.2 asserts that co-NP G NP( S) for some sparse 
SENP is equivalent to NPsco-NP log. 
Next. Lve show that questions about exponential-time classes can be connected with 
questions about log-advice classes. 
Theorem 2.6. (a) ( N P n ( P /oyq ) ) - P #(d if trr7tl 0771~. if’ E # NE. 
(b) (co-NPn(NP logq))FNP#O jf’trr7rl or7l~. ;/‘NE#co-NE. 
Proof. Right to left implication5 are immediate from the fact that alI tally sets are in 
P lo</. and the fact that E # NE implies there arc tally sets in NP- P (similar for 
NE #co-NE and sparse sets in NP-co-NP). 
Conversely. LISSU~C E = NE. By [7. 81. no sparse sets exist in NP- P. By 
Theorem 2.1. using complemcntation. wc know that the sets in NPn( P lo&/) are in 
P( S ) for ;I sparse set SE N P and. therefore. SEP. Thus. N P n ( P lou) = P. Similarly. if 
NE is closed under complementation then all sparse sets in NP are also in co- 
NP[7. 8, 91. Thus. Theorem 7.1 yields that sets in co-NPn(NP lo~q) arc in NP(S). 
where SENPnco-NP and. therefore. co-NPn( NP /ocq)~NP. I 
It is also interesting to note that NPn( P lo(q) has <F -complete sets. namely. those 
tally sets that are < 1; -complete for the class of sparse sets in NP (see [7. 8. 91). 
Proposition 2.7. (cf. Hartmanis [ 71). Let TO = tally( K ), where K is any <L-complete 
set,for NE. Then T,, is dy-complete,fbr NPn( P/log). 
Proof. It is known [7, S] that T,, is <r-complete for the class of sparse sets in NP. Of 
course, TO~NPn(P/loy). Given AcNPn( P/log), we see from Theorem 2.6 that 
AEP(S) for a sparse SENP and, therefore, SEP( TO). Thus, AEP( TO). 0 
Further, we want to point out the incomparability of NP/log and P/PO/~ under 
reasonable assumptions. 
Theorem 2.8. (a) [fXz #H, rlten NP/log $ P/pol~ [ 111. 
(b) P/PO/J’ $ NP/log. 
Proof. Statement (a) follows from [l l] since NPs NP/loy, and NP s P/poly implies 
C, = T12. Statement (b) can be proved by considering a sparse set S whose character- 
istic function at each length TV consists of a string of length n of high (unbounded) 
Kolmogorov complexity, followed by 2” - II zeros. Such a set cannot be decided with 
0( log n) advice in a recursive manner, since, otherwise, the advice plus a constant 
length program would allow to recover the first n bits of the characteristic function of 
S, contradicting its high Kolmogorov complexity. 0 
Note that Theorem 2.8(b) can be generalized, similar to Proposition 1.1: For ecer!’ 
class ‘6 qf recursille (even r.e. or arithmeticul) sets, Plpol_r $%/loc~. 
Several of Karp and Lipton’s proofs [1 l] take advantage of the self-reducibility 
structure of typical %-complete sets, where % is P, NP or PSPACE. The following 
definition of self-reducibility refers to the length ordering of strings. More general 
definitions can be found in [ 12, 161. 
Definition 2.9. A set A is self-reducible if there is a deterministic, polynomial-time 
oracle machine M such that A= L( M, A), and for each input .Y, M queries the oracle 
only for strings ?; 1 y 1-c 1x1. 
Theorem 2.10. !fA is a se!f-reducible set with AEstrong-P/lo+ then AEP. 
Proof. Let M be the self-reducing machine for A according to Definition 2.9. 
Since AEstrong-P/log, there is a set BEP together with a sequence { w,),,~ of 
strings such that 1 w,I 6 c. log n for some constant c and all n, and A,, = B( w,), for all 
11 and man. 
Let a polynomial-time computable 2-placed predicate, consistent, be defined as 
consistent (x, W) iff (.uEB( w) o XEL( M, B(w)). 
Intuitively. consistent (_Y. 1i.j is true if the “advice” 11‘ together with the “advice 
interpreter” R arc consistent with the first level of the self-reduction structure of 
x induced by :\I. Notice that consistent ( .I. J\‘,,,) is true for all 111 > 1.1 . 
Now, the followins algorithm will be kwn to recogniLe .-I in polynomial time: 
hcncc. .4 E P. 
FOR I’. lr.I<~‘.logr~ DO 11:-h AND test (_,-. 1,. r): 
IF /I THEN 
IF .\-t.!_(,21. B(rr)) 
THEN halt accepting 
ELSE halt re.jecting: 
END 
Here. the recursix procedure test ( .I. I/. r ) operates as follo\va. 
PROCEDl’RE test (.Y. II. r): BOOLEAN: 
BEGIN 
IF I.YEL(,\I. B(lO) 0 \_EL(‘Il. /Y(r))) 
THEN RETURN TRlJE 
ELSE 
BIIGIN 
j’:= the tirst query string in the computations of ,21H’“’ 
and .I1 H’r ’ on input .\. whcrc the oracles B( or) and 
U(r) di5agrcc in their respecti\c answers: 
II- NOT consistent (J‘. II) THEN RETlJRN I-ALSE: 
IF NOT consistent (J‘. r) THEN RETURN TRlJt: 
RETlJRN tat (j’. II. r): 
END 
FND 
The idca here is similar to an argument in [1 I]. Eva-y potential advice II plays 
;I “game” (in the notation of Karp and Lipton) against ever> possible other xl\~icc 1. 
Every good ad\ ice II lvill win ail games against I‘. and e\ery bad advice II will low 
a game against sonic I’. 
By polynomial \~cII-fC)LIIidcdness of the self-reduction structure of .,I. it foollows that 
the (tail) recursion of test is polynomially bounded in depth. Whencwr ;I string in the 
self-reducibilitk structure of .I1 on .\ is reached where &I does not query its oracle. then 
.xtL( .\I. U( rr)) - .\-EL( Al. H(r)) is true. and the recursion ends. (Observe that the 
recursion may end before reaching such a string.) Therefore, the procedure test runs in 
polynomial time (in 1 .Y ( + 1 u I+ 1 r / ). The main program is, therefore, polynomial-time 
in Is). 
Regarding the correctness, we prove two claims. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Choose s minimal such that for some m and some c, test 
( .Y, )1’,,, . L.) = FALSE. This string .Y cannot be a “leaf” in the self-reducibility structure of 
M on 9, otherwise the procedure test would return TRUE in the first line. That is, 
M on input .Y has to have at least one oracle query, and the ELSE branch is entered. 
Since the oracles B( w,,) and B( 1’) disagree on the status of x, there must be a first 
oracle query of a string ~5, on which the oracles disagree. The test consistent ( y, IV,) is 
true by definition of IZ’,,. Also, the next test for consistent (J, c) is true since test is 
assumed to return FALSE. Therefore, the control reaches the recursive call of test 
( ?; H‘,,t. r) which, by assumption. evaluates to FALSE. But this is a contradiction to 
the minimality of the choice of I. n 
SEL( M. B(u)) - SEL( M, B( w,)) 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Fix a string II for which the predicate fails, and choose 
s (1.~1 =)I) minimal such that for some IN, test (s, u, rzl,)=TRUE, but 
XEL(M. B(u)) o z#L( M, B(H.,,)). 
Consider the execution of the procedure test (.u, II, w,). By the above assumption, the 
ELSE branch is entered. Therefore, M on input s has at least one oracle query. and 
a query string ~1 can be determined such that 
By the assumption that test (s, 11, IV,)=TRUE. it must be the case that consistent 
(J‘, u) is true, i.e. 
_EL( M, B(u)) o y~B(u). (2) 
Also, by definition of IV,,,. consistent (_v, wm) is true, i.e. 
?.EL( M. B( w,,)) o _wB( w,). (3) 
Therefore. the control reaches the recursive call of test ( J‘. II. \r,,,). By the assumption. 
this call returns TRUE. By minimality of X. and since J’<.Y. the assertion of the claim 
holds for 1’. i.e. 
Now. combining the statements ( I). (2). (3) and (4) gives a contradiction, which proves 
the claim. CI 
Proof of Theorem 2.10 (c~wl~r.sio~~). The correctness of the algorithm follows from 
Claim I and 1 as follows. Whenever the outer FOR-loop in the main program finds 
some 11 with test (.Y. II. c~)=TRUE for all r (especially for I’= \v,,). then, by Claim 2. the 
decision of the algorithm for accepting or rejecting is correct. 
On the other hand. Claim I guarantees that at least one such 11. e.g. II = lt’,,. will be 
found in the outer FOR-loop. 
This completes the proof of the Thcorcm. 
For simplicity. the above proof was given w.r.t. self-reducibility defined on the 
length order. It is easy to see that this is not essential. The same proof goes through 
when using the more general definitions from [ 1 3. 161 where just a polynomially 
well-founded order. not necessarily length-respecting. on the “self-reduction tree” is 
required. 
Furthermore. if the self-reduction tree can. by padding properties of the considered 
language il. be assumed to consist only of strings of the same length as the input string 
s, then the assumption “.4 Estrong-P /o&q” can be weakened to “.-~EP lo</“. Since all 
“natural” complete sets for classes % in PSPACE do have such padding properties 
(provided ‘6 has complete sets). wc immediately obtain (for the cases % =NP and 
% = PSPACE ) the following corollaries. 
Corollary 2.11 (Karp and Lipton [I I]). J/ NPG P /o<q tl~ NP= P. 
Corollary 2.12 (Karp and Lipton [I I]). !/‘PSPACEc P lo</ thc~rl PSPACE= P. 
Proof. Use the fact that the set of valid quantified Boolean formulas, QBF. has a very 
simple (with appropriate cncoding. even length-respecting) self-reducibility structure. 
snd that QBF is PSPACE-complete. I 
Actually, this simple (namely. Z-truth-table and positive) self-reducibility structure 
of QBF was used by Karp and Lipton in their original proof of this corollary. OUI 
theorem extends their “round-robin tournament” method to the more general situ- 
ation of an adaptive self-reduction. Karp and Lipton’s original argument uses posit- 
iveness of the reduction and is. therefore. not directly applicable to this more general 
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situation. For example, the language 
# S.4 T= ( (F, k) 1 the formula F has at least k satisfying assignments), 
which is complete for the class PP (see [22, 6]), has a more general (adaptive) 
self-reducibility structure that uses binary search (see [l, 201). The following applica- 
tion of Theorem 2.10 is, therefore. new. 
Corollary 2.13. !f’ PP c P/log ~/WI PP = P. 
It follows immediately from Theorem 2.10 since the padding properties of #SAT 
imply that it is in P//q if and only if it is in strong-P/log. 
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Note added in proof 
Further results regarding P//q and circuits have been obtained by Hermo and 
Mayordormo (Report LSI-91-20, Univ. Politecnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain). 
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